
June 10, 2010 
 
Ruth Goldway, Chair 
Postal Regulatory Commission 
901 New York Ave., NW, Suite 200 
Washington D.C. 20268 
 
Regarding: Docket A2010-4 Appeal of Crescent Lake Post Office closure. 
 
Dear Ms. Goldway, 
 
Once again the patrons of Crescent Lake Oregon are asking for your support and 
consideration in the above referenced docket. As you know we have experienced many 
process issues that lead us to the conclusion that the USPS has acted arbitrarily in 
handling the closure of the Crescent Lake Post Office.  
 
We have received and forwarded correspondence and several local petitions to the 
commission which emphasize the community support in seeing our Postal Office 
reopened. It has never been expected that we wouldn’t see changes to service or some 
efficiencies that the USPS would implement after an interim of temporizing services. 
What was expected was maintaining our own identity as a long standing community in 
our seasonal, rural environment. Respecting this identity has not been demonstrated by 
the USPS. 
 
While we recognize time is required to resolve issues of this magnitude it appears entirely 
possible that our community can be assigned a zip code that would move to help correct 
the arbitrary position the USPS has taken. 
 
We are asking that the PRC work with us and our representative to assign our community 
its own zip code while the dockets proceed for resolution. We have unanimous 
community support for this direction and feel it can be implemented with zero impact on 
the USPS. Although regional USPS management has made public comments on their 
position of not supporting a unique zip code it can be easily reconciled. 
 
Our Board of Directors and operations personnel have asked that you be advised of our 
concern and unanimous support for these positions. We would like to thank you for your 
continued efforts on our behalf. 
 
 
 
 
R.R. Carlson, Secretary 
Central Cascades Fire & EMS 
Board of Directors 
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